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Abstract
Purpose – In last decades, digital technologies have progressively transformed tourism becoming an opportunity to satisfy the demand for cultural tourism, increasingly asking for immersive and interactive experiences. This paper investigates the connections among tourism, cultural heritage, and ICT, by providing an assessment of how these applications can influence customers’ intentions to visit a destination. To this aim, the case of Smart Marca - a mobile tourism app aimed at promoting cultural tourism in Fermo area (Marche Region, Italy) - is presented.
Methodology – The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) has been adopted as a framework to explore customer intentions to adopt tourism apps and visit a destination. A survey on a sample of 128 university students has been conducted. Starting from the TAM framework elaborated by Kuo and colleagues (2019), a grid of 8 influencing factors has been built, in order to investigate young users’ attitudes towards continuing using the app, adopting other similar mobile apps and visiting one or more of the attractions presented within the app.
Findings – The survey found that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use play major roles on attitudes towards continuing to use Smart Marca and adopting other similar applications. Results also show that specific features of a mobile app can positively affect the intention to visit a destination.
Contribution – The research highlights that new technologies, and mobile apps, could play a crucial role for the promotion of a destination. Results may be also useful in terms of marketing, to increase the ability of the mobile app to attract tourists.
Keywords: ICT, e-tourism, mobile tourism app, Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), cultural tourism, experiential tourism.

INTRODUCTION

In 2013, the McKinsey Global Institute identified a set of 12 disruptive technologies predicted to have significant potential to drive economic impact by 2025 (Manyika et al. 2013). Among these, Information Communications Technology (ICT) was expected to impact some areas of tourism too. The application of ICT to tourism, namely e-tourism, has been in existence for over 30 years, starting with the spread of the internet and the introduction of central reservation and booking systems and progressively transforming tourism (Shanker 2008; Buhalis and O’Connor 2015; Buhalis and Jun 2011). E-tourism represents an opportunity to satisfy the demand for cultural tourism, which increasingly
requires a re-evaluation of the original role of cultural attractions towards immersive and interactive experiences, giving the opportunity to taste local and authentic culture (Richards 2011; 2014). Indeed, many studies demonstrate that new technologies enhance how culture is experienced, both in terms of number of people who can have access to knowledge and quality of the diffusion of the knowledge itself (Arcese et al. 2011; Haydar et al. 2011; Bekele et al. 2018).

Studies on e-tourism, mainly focused on the use of the internet (Fodor and Werthner 2005; Cardoso and Lange 2007), and mobile applications in tourism services (Sebastia et al. 2009; García-Crespo et al. 2009; Smirnov et al. 2015). Within this field of studies, a gap concerns the analysis of the influence of mobile travel or tourism app on tourist behaviors. Indeed, few studies have evaluated the relationship between the adoption of mobile applications and the decision to visit a destination. Highlighting the dynamics and implications of this relationship may be useful to increase the ability of a mobile app to attract tourists in a certain destination.

To full fill this gap, the purpose of this paper is exploring the connections among tourism, cultural heritage, and digital technology, by answering to the following research questions:

RQ1: Which are the potentials of mobile tourism apps to promote a destination?
RQ2: To what extent mobile tourism apps can influence customers' intentions to experience a destination?

In the first part, a literature review on cultural heritage as a destination enhancer and on the role of e-tourism and current technologies for the promotion of cultural tourism is outlined; then the analysis moves to the adoption of e-tourism by consumers, by focusing on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). In the second part the case of Smart Marca - a mobile tourism app to promote experiential cultural tourism in Fermo area (Marche Region, Italy) is presented. Then the methodology is outlined, and results are discussed. Conclusions point out that mobile tourism apps, can play a crucial role in the selection and promotion of a destination. Understanding attitudes regarding user adoption of mobile tourism apps will contribute to suggest new possibilities to attract customers, new approaches to develop tourism marketing strategies and new ideas to enhance the customer experience.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. The role of cultural heritage as a destination enhancer

Culture can play a dual role in tourism (Zeppel and Hall 1991). On the one hand, it can influence the desirability of a destination (Kumar 2017), by reinvigorating the interest in history and culture (Richards 2018), introducing tourists and local communities to the cultural roots of a territory (Kajos and Banyai 2012) and satisfying both the need of authenticity and the return to origins (Beverland and Farreky 2010). On the other hand, cultural and heritage tourism is a tool of economic development that achieves economic growth, attracting visitors (Silberberg 1995; Csapo 2012).
In recent decades, cultural and heritage tourism is experiencing an ongoing process of change, in response to the fragmentation of supply and demand, the growing competition between destinations and companies (McKercher and Du Cros 2002; Richards and Wilson 2007), and the definition of a new idea of culture. Indeed, cultural heritage is no longer associated to the sum of works of art, but includes landscape, intangible assets, and all «resources inherited from the past which people identify, independently of ownership, as a reflection and expression of their constantly evolving values, beliefs, knowledge and traditions» (Council of Europe 2015). Along with this shift of paradigm, tourists are increasingly looking for new, meaningful, and immersive experiences. To answer to these new needs, ICT could be applied to cultural and heritage tourism to prove lively experiences or re-create places and historical scenes, able to make a cultural destination more appealing to a prospective tourist.

1.2. E-tourism and current technologies for cultural tourism

In 2010, European Commission highlighted that innovation and new information technologies have become determining factors to stimulate competitiveness in the European tourism industry (European Commission 2010, 8). The relevance of this phenomenon is confirmed by data. In 2015, the 50% of Europeans who used the internet to shop online, bought or ordered online holiday accommodation, such as hotel reservation (26%) and/or other travel arrangement (24%) (Eurostat 2016). In this scenario, mobile communication devices play a crucial role: the 57% of all digital media usage comes from mobile apps for smartphones. This phenomenon is closely related to the user's age profile and affects more the generation Z (18-24) and millennials (25-40), with an average of 112,6 monthly hours per user for 18-24 age rank and 102,4 monthly hours per user for 25-34 (Blair 2019). In this context, tourism and travel app category represents the 5% of all online apps (Sommer 2015). According to TripAdvisor (2016), the 45% of connected travellers use mobile phones to plan and/or book travel activities: the 56% looks for restaurants, the 47% reads other users reviews and the 36% looks for accommodation.

The application of ICT to tourism, can make a tourism offer more attractive, inclusive, by reducing costs, since it provides tools for developing, managing, and distributing tourism products worldwide (Bethapudi 2013; Pierdicca et al. 2019). Thanks to ICT, the planning process is easier and more flexible (Meehan et al., 2016) and the travel experience is more engaging both during and after the trip (Rezaei et al. 2016). In this context, mobile devices play a crucial role, since they provide a real-time information support, by allowing tourists to access information, (Trakulmaykee et al. 2013); making decisions more effectively (Lamsfus et al. 2013) and living interactive experiences (Ukpabi and Karjaluoto, 2017). In these processes, context-awareness services enable a form of communication based on people geographical location (Hugues and Moscardo 2019) and transform places in “senseable spaces”, by providing immersive experiences (Osaba et al. 2018) and facilitating interactions among tourists, local community and hosts. Moreover, the collection and analysis of digital footprints, allows to receive feedbacks about performances and understand tourists’ behaviours (Zhang et al. 2010; Önder et al. 2016).
Immersive reality technology, who includes all technologies and applications providing immersive experiences, bounded by real and virtual environments (Bekele et al. 2018; Bec et al. 2019; Bekele and Champion 2019), also plays a crucial role. AR and VR can make a place or a product immediately accessible in digital format, by displaying additional contents and involving users in an immersive cognitive process focused on edutainment and learning by consuming (Fritz et al. 2005; Pierdicca et al. 2015a; b; Bogicevic et al. 2019). Connecting the real world with virtually computer-generated data, by overlapping images and producing information in layers (Azuma et al, 2001), AR enables interactions with virtual objects (Liarokapis 2007) and increase tourists’ awareness about a place. In this sense, it is a useful tool for interactively accessing location-based information about a point of interest and creating unique experiences. Moreover, it allows cultural institutions, tourist professionals and destinations to distinguish themselves (Kounavis et al. 2012). VR creates completely virtual environments and is a great support for researchers and tourism professionals, for cultural heritage management, marketing, entertainment, education, accessibility, and conservation (Guttentag 2010). VR application to heritage tourism allows to provide immersive and involving experiences, using artifacts and actions related to the past (Bec et al. 2019), although real experiences cannot be completely substitute (Mura et al. 2017). Table 1 provide some examples of apps and technologies who applied AR and VR to cultural heritage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>VR</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aurasma¹</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>App providing additional multimedia contents when pointing an object (newspapers; picture; image, etc.) with a smartphone or a tablet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtuoso²</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Educational game which allows to put in a chronological order a collection of artworks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore³</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile augmented reality game supporting middle school students in visiting Italian archaeological sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Providing 360° virtual visits to popular cultural attractions through a smartphone and a Google Cardboard viewer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expeditions⁴</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican app⁵</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>App providing 360° virtual tours to Vatican rooms and information about the site. App transforming surfaces in projection screens enabling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cave</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>through the use of 3D glasses, immersive experiences (Creagh, 2003).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁵ http://www.vatican.va/content/vatican/it/apps.html, viewed 19 May 2021.
1.3. Consumers ‘acceptance of e-tourism

The existing literature on e-tourism focuses on consumers engagement in the use of ICT for tourism services, by considering consumers’ behaviours regarding ICT (Steinbauer and Werthner 2007; Nunkoo and Ramkisson 2013; Sahli and Legoherel 2015) and consumers adoption of new technologies (Parra-López et al. 2011; Ukpabi and Karjaluoto 2016; Book and Tanford 2019). As for the influence of mobile information system in tourism, researchers focused on factors, affecting users’ attitude towards adopting and using tourism apps to choose a destination, by covering various topics (No and Kim 2014; Lai 2015; Kim et al. 2015; Chang et al. 2016; Kuo et al. 2019).

As for models mostly applied to analyse users’ behaviours and measure the level of technology acceptance within the tourism sector, existing studies mainly focused on the social cognitive theory (SCT) (Lu et al. 2015) the innovation diffusion theory (IDT) (Chang and Jang 2014), the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Huh et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2008; Kuo et al. 2019), the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) (San Martín and Herrero 2012) and the extended unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT 2) (Gupta et al. 2018). While SCT pays more attention to personal and environmental variables (Bandura 2001), IDT, UTAUT (and UTAUT 2) and TAM focus on the characteristics of technology that may affect behavioural intention, adoption decision and use behaviour.

The technology acceptance model (TAM) is an information systems theory elaborated by Davis (1985) and rooted in the theory of reasoned action (TRA), according to which a behaviour depends on the intention to perform that behaviour, which in turns is determined by the person’s attitude and subjective norm concerning the behaviour in question (Fishbein et al. 1980). Starting from this theory, TAM assumes that perceived ease of use (PEU) (the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system will be free of effort) and perceived usefulness (PU) (the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system will enhance his or her performance), can predict the usage of technology, since they are primary determinants of user technology adaptation. According to the TAM, PEU and PU are influenced by external variables (Xia et al. 2018), and all determine users' intention (Davis 1985). TAM includes two other constructs: the attitude towards use, corresponding to user’s evaluation of the desirability of employing a particular information systems application and the behavioural intention to use, that is a measure of the likelihood a person will employ the application (Fishbein et al. 1980).

In the last decades, the TAM has been widely employed in various contexts. Herrero and San Martín (2012) adopted this model to investigate the intention to use the websites of rural tourism accommodations to look for information and make online reservations. TAM has also been adopted also to identify factors for using augmented reality (AR) in heritage destinations and investigate their influence on users’ attitudes and intention to use this technology and visit a destination (Chung et al. 2015). Kuo et al. (2019) associated TAM factors to E-Servicescape Environment and E-Word–of Mouth Communication, to determine user intention and willingness to use and adopt tourism apps and visit a destination.
2. THE CASE STUDY: SMART MARCA APP

Smart Marca is a smartphone mobile application. Its aim is to promote Fermo Area as a tourism destination, by focusing on its cultural heritage and introducing digital systems as a support for managers and users. The name comes to the “Marca Fermana”, the ancient administrative sub-division of central Italy, corresponding to the territory which was under the jurisdiction of the town of Fermo (Ferrara et al. 2020).

As shown in figure 1, the app provides various information, travel tips and fun opportunities and supports users in each step of the travel experience, by applying geolocation systems, beacons technology, AR and VR. Geolocalisation systems permit data mining and give to the app provider the capability to analyse the visitor catchment area, the travel routes and the most frequently visited attractions. In addition, through beacon technology, users can be notified with alerts providing real-time travel information about events, currently open attractions, changes to attraction schedule, etc. Thanks to AR systems, scanning some paintings with the smartphone/tablet camera, the app provides several tags containing specific information, offering an immersive view of the artwork. Finally, VR systems, through virtual tours, give visibility to the most significant municipalities, attractions, and typical products of the Marca Fermana. With 3D reconstructions and sensory wheels conceived as an interactive game, the user is driven to the sensory profile discovery of some certified local products.

Figure 1: ICT architecture of Smart Marca app

Source: Smart Marca project.
3. METHODOLOGY

Since the use of mobile communication devices mainly affects 18-24 aged users (Blair 2019), the research focused on a sample of 128 university students attending cultural heritage and tourism courses at University of Macerata. A survey based on a questionnaire was conducted from May 2020 to March 2021 with the aim to investigate young users’ attitudes towards using mobile apps for travel and tourism purposes.

The questionnaire consisted in 23 questions, aimed at collecting respondents’ general information (section 1), investigating their familiarity with digital technologies (section 2) and their level of acceptance of technologies for travel and tourism purposes (section 3) and assessing users’ perception about the usefulness and ease of use of the app (section 4). Sections 1-3 consisted in closed-ended questions, while section 4 included open-ended questions to assess PEU and PU also in a qualitative perspective. All respondents were asked to complete the questionnaire after they had downloaded and experienced the app.

Starting from the framework elaborated by Kuo and colleagues (2019) and considering Smart Marca app characteristics, a grid of 8 influencing factors has been built (fig.3). TAM has been used to analyse the relationship between these 8 factors and two moderator variables, (PEU and PU), to assess their impact on users’ attitudes and intentions to adopt other tourism apps, continue using Smart Marca app and visit Fermo area. To this aim, 6 research hypotheses have been formulated:

- Smart Marca characteristics have effect on PU (H.1)
- Smart Marca characteristics have effect on PEU (H.2)
• Smart Marca characteristics have (positively) effect on attitudes towards continuing using the app \((H.3)\)
• Smart Marca characteristics have (positively) effect on the intention to adopt other tourism apps \((H.4)\).
• Smart Marca characteristics have (positively) effect on the intention to visit Fermo area and attractions included within the app \((H.5)\)
• Attitudes towards continuing using Smart Marca positively affect the intention to visit Fermo area and attractions included within the app \((H.6)\)

Considering these hypotheses and using a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), the questionnaire assessed respondents’ levels of agreement or disagreement with 8 constructs and analysed, for each item, their influence on 3 intentions/attitudes (fig. 3).

**Figure 3: Methodological framework**

![Methodological framework diagram](image)

Source: authors’ elaboration

**4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

Concerning the respondents’ profile, the 25% was male and the 75% female, with an average age of 22.9. The 80% attends a bachelor’s degree course in Cultural Heritage and Tourism and the 20% attend an international master’s degree course in International
Tourism and Destination Management. Most respondents are from Marche Region (69%), followed by respondents from other Italian regions (25%) and other countries (6%).

As for their level of familiarity with technologies, the 65% of respondents declared to be familiar with digital technologies, mainly used for education and training, economy and shopping and data and telecommunication. Regarding the use of technology for travel purposes, most respondents generally use mobile app for tourism purposes in general and to enhance the knowledge of a place.

Table 2: Users' acceptance of mobile apps for tourism purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencing factors</th>
<th>Your intention to continue to use Smart Marca app would be positively affected by:</th>
<th>Your intention to download and adopt other tourism apps would be positively affected by:</th>
<th>Your intention to visit attractions presented in the app would be positively affected by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic aspects</td>
<td>2.875</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents to discover the territory</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents to organize the stay</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality of contents</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360° views</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual reality</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented reality</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine sensory profile</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ elaboration

As for consumers acceptance of mobile app for tourism purposes, results show that the intention to continue to use Smart Marca, adopt other tourism apps and visit places and attractions included within the app are mainly influenced by the usefulness (contents to discover the territory; contents to organize the stay) and the originality of information provided (tab 2). Graphic aspects play a major role in influencing the adoption of other tourism apps, rather than in creating a loyalty relationship in the use of Smart Marca or in triggering the decision to visit Fermo area (tab 2). The importance given to the originality of contents is also confirmed by the role attributed to VR and AR tools and to the sensory wheel: even if respondents recognized a good level of influence of these factors in all the 3 proposed scenarios, 360° views and VR play a major role in influencing the decision to visit Fermo area, while AR and wine sensory profiles seem to incentive the continuing use of the app (tab 2).
As regard for the single influence of Smart Marca characteristics on users’ attitudes and intentions, the results of correlation analysis (Rosenthal and Rosnow 2008; Lazar et al. 2017) shown in table 3 suggests that the intention to continue using the app is correlated with the intention to visit Fermo area (corr. 2) as for the originality of contents provided (Pearson’s r value=0.63). Virtual and augmented reality contents, as well as wine sensory profile positively affect the correlation between the attitude in using tourism apps and the intention to visit Fermo area (corr.3). Indeed, table 3 shows a positive linear relationship between the two variables, for all influencing factors, with a significative correlation in case of augmented reality (r=0.81), 360° views (r=0.763), wine sensory profiles (r=0.79), and virtual reality (r=0.762).

These aspects are also confirmed by the results of the last part of the questionnaire aimed at exploring the nature of usefulness and ease of use as moderator variable in the decision to adopt a mobile app for tourism purposes. Most respondents (102) declared they had not faced usability issues and appreciated app’s design and functionalities («overall the application is well designed»; «it works well»). They also specified that the app was clear, intuitive, and easy to use («it is easy to find information for short period of time»; «there are useful information which are easy to reach»; «well organized and complete information»; «usability is great, really easy to use it and to find all the information needed»). As for usefulness, most respondents declared to have downloaded the app to get a better knowledge of the territory and to discover new places («my aim was to get to know the Fermo area in greater depth»; «I wanted to discover new things to visit») and local products («I set out to analyse the wine section»). Among them, some respondents focused on the opportunity to virtually experience a place that cannot be physically visited («I would have liked to take a virtual tour of the countries that I cannot physically visit now»; «my aim was to get to know the inland villages of Marca Fermana while sitting comfortably on my sofa»). This has been considered relevant also to have a stimulus to visit the area («the aim was to find the motivation to convince me to visit the area»; «I wanted to be encouraged to visit the area»). Other respondents downloaded the app to receive

Table 3: Users ‘acceptance of mobile apps for tourism purposes. Correlation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencing factors</th>
<th>Intention to continue to use Smart Marca app /attitude towards tourism apps use (corr.1)</th>
<th>Intention to continue to use Smart Marca app /intention to visit Fermo area (corr.2)</th>
<th>Attitude towards tourism apps use / intention to visit Fermo area (corr.3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r value</td>
<td>r value</td>
<td>r value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic aspects</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents to discover the territory</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents to organize the stay</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality of contents</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360° views</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual reality</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
<td>-0.121</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented reality</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine sensory profile</td>
<td>-0.077</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors ‘elaboratio.

Graphic aspects: 0.161
Contents to discover the territory: 0.112
Contents to organize the stay: 0.026
Originality of contents: 0.009
360° views: 0.012
Virtual reality: -0.071
Augmented reality: 0.004
Wine sensory profile: -0.077

As for the single influence of Smart Marca characteristics on users’ attitudes and intentions, the results of correlation analysis (Rosenthal and Rosnow 2008; Lazar et al. 2017) shown in table 3 suggests that the intention to continue using the app is correlated with the intention to visit Fermo area (corr. 2) as for the originality of contents provided (Pearson’s r value=0.63). Virtual and augmented reality contents, as well as wine sensory profile positively affect the correlation between the attitude in using tourism apps and the intention to visit Fermo area (corr.3). Indeed, table 3 shows a positive linear relationship between the two variables, for all influencing factors, with a significative correlation in case of augmented reality (r=0.81), 360° views (r=0.763), wine sensory profiles (r=0.79), and virtual reality (r=0.762).

These aspects are also confirmed by the results of the last part of the questionnaire aimed at exploring the nature of usefulness and ease of use as moderator variable in the decision to adopt a mobile app for tourism purposes. Most respondents (102) declared they had not faced usability issues and appreciated app’s design and functionalities («overall the application is well designed»; «it works well»). They also specified that the app was clear, intuitive, and easy to use («it is easy to find information for short period of time»; «there are useful information which are easy to reach»; «well organized and complete information»; «usability is great, really easy to use it and to find all the information needed»). As for usefulness, most respondents declared to have downloaded the app to get a better knowledge of the territory and to discover new places («my aim was to get to know the Fermo area in greater depth»; «I wanted to discover new things to visit») and local products («I set out to analyse the wine section»). Among them, some respondents focused on the opportunity to virtually experience a place that cannot be physically visited («I would have liked to take a virtual tour of the countries that I cannot physically visit now»; «my aim was to get to know the inland villages of Marca Fermana while sitting comfortably on my sofa»). This has been considered relevant also to have a stimulus to visit the area («the aim was to find the motivation to convince me to visit the area»; «I wanted to be encouraged to visit the area»). Other respondents downloaded the app to receive
information about facilities, restaurants, museums and their opening hours to organize a stay («my first goal would be helping me into finding the perfect places where to eat, or to stay»; «I wanted to check if it was possible to find out the opening hours of historical and archaeological sites in the Fermo area») but also to be aware about events and experiences («by using the app I wanted to find out what it could offer in terms of services and experiences»; «I downloaded it to be informed about events in the area»).

Moving from expectations to users' satisfaction, most respondents declared that the app helped them in achieving their goal, in terms of knowledge of the territory («the app introduced me to products and events that I was previously unaware of»; «I was able to easily find a large number of itineraries») and practical information («the app provided information about the opening hours of the sites I was interested in»; «in some cases this application is very useful for having practical information about towns that are in the province of Fermo»). As for the answers to the question “Which features of the app are most/least important to you?”, the knowledge of the territory has been considered as the most important feature (52 responses): among the app sections, the ones focused on events, itineraries and local products have been mostly appreciated. Respondents also appreciated VR and AR tools (7), the wine sensory wheel (5) and geo-localised information (5). Speed and ease of use has been considered as important by 10 respondents, while graphics aspects and specifically the opportunity to see places, attractions and products has been considered as important by 7 respondents.

The survey found that Smart Marca characteristics firstly have effect on the level of PU (H.1) and PEU (H.2). Moreover, attitudes towards continuing using the app affected by the combination among influencing factors and moderator variables, play a specific role in influencing the intention to visit Fermo area and its attractions (H.6). Indeed, Smart Marca app has been considered as a useful tool to experience Fermo area at distance and as a stimulus/motivation to physically visit it. The stronger importance given to usefulness of contents, rather than graphic aspects and opportunities to live an immersive experience, shows that new technologies have a vital role to play in meeting the concrete needs of users in planning a trip and not just for their own sake, such as gaming or augmented reality. This is confirmed by two aspects:

- the originality of contents represents a crucial junction, in terms of scores received (tab 2), between the importance given to contents and their presentation (contents to discover the territory, contents to organize the stay, graphic aspects) and to the opportunities provided by new technologies (360° views, virtual reality, augmented reality, wine sensory profile).
- the wine sensory wheel and AR and VR tools have been considered as important features of the app.

In this sense, Smart Marca characteristics meet 3 levels of needs and provides specific implications in terms of acceptance of mobile apps for tourism purposes:

1. they simplify the use of the app, influencing the attitude to continue using it.
2. they provide original and useful contents, influencing the attitude to adopt other mobile apps.
3. they provide and immersive experience of the territory influencing the intention to visit the destination.
CONCLUSION

This study explores the connections among tourism, cultural heritage, and ICT, by investigating how customers use tourism mobile apps and how tourism apps can influence the intentions to visit a cultural destination. To this aim, potentials of e-tourism and tourism apps to promote a destination are highlighted and Smart Marca app is presented as a case study.

A survey conducted on a sample of 128 university students who used Smart Marca app and based on TAM showed that the combination of ICT and tourism is able to make a travel experience more attractive and engaging not only during and after the trip, but also remotely (Bethapudi 2013; Rezaei et al. 2016; Pierdicca et al. 2019).

Therefore, the research highlights that many factors can determine the acceptance of mobile apps for tourism purposes. First of all, users accept tourism apps because they are more inclined to accept them if they are perceived as useful and easy to use (Chung et al. 2015; Kuo et al. 2019). In this study, PU and PEU had a major role in determining attitudes towards continuing to use the app and adopting other similar apps, even they demonstrate a relevant role also in influencing the intention to visit a destination.

Consumer acceptance also depends on specific characteristics of the mobile app, mainly contents to discover the territory and organize the stay in the area (Trakulmaykee et al. 2013; Lamsfus et al. 2013), but also graphic aspects, who determine the attitude towards continuing using the app and adopting other tourism app, but also influence the intention to visit the destination experienced in a virtual way. In this sense the way how contents are provided (originality of contents), represents a relevant link between the importance given to contents (contents to discover the territory, contents to organize the stay, graphic aspects) and opportunities provided by new technologies (360° views, virtual reality, augmented reality, wine sensory profile) to live interactive and immersive experiences (Ukpabi and Karjaluoto 2017; Osaba et al. 2018).

Moreover, the study shows that mobile travel apps can play a crucial role for the creation and promotion of a cultural destination, since they impact on the way how culture is experienced (Arcese et al. 2011; Haydar et al. 2011; Bekele et al. 2018). In this sense, if culture can be considered as a “destination enhancer”, since it can positively affect the desirability of a place (Zeppel and Hall 1991; Kumar 2017) and stimulating the economic growth of a territory by attracting tourists (Silberberg 1995; Csapo 2012), technology, when applied to the promotion of a cultural destination, can act as a “destination attractor”.

As for further contributions, the research also highlights that, since new technologies, and specifically tourism apps, help in analysing and understanding users’ behaviours, attitudes, and intentions (Zhang et al. 2010; Önder et al. 2016), they can support mobile app providers, but also local authorities and destination management organizations (DMOs) in attracting tourists in a destination. Indeed, in a managerial perspective, the analysis of the influence of mobile tourism app on the decision to visit a destination could allow to improve contents, information, and specific other tools and furthermore segment users, supporting the definition of new ways to develop tourism marketing strategies, attract customers and improve their experience (Kounavis et al. 2012).
The main limitation of this study is that the developed scale should be checked against a more differentiated sample, by considering other clusters of users and assessing their level of acceptance of a tourism mobile app like Smart Marca. Therefore, future research should apply the scale in wider and more diverse contexts to identify the impacts of perception and behaviours regarding tourism apps’ consumption value on customers who use the apps.
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